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Ellen Forsyth- Work Experience at Barlow Robbins

Currently in the first year of my A-levels and aspiring to read Law, gaining some work experience was imperative.

Barlow Robbins was the first professional environment that I had gained experience with and I got to split my time 
between the Woking and Guildford offices. Each day I would shadow a solicitor or associate from a different department- 
this meant I gained a thorough understanding into the various areas of law I could specialise in once graduated. Although 
there were many departments, I got a real taste of what the firm offered from a more business aspect to a more individual 
and interpersonal aspect and gained a great insight into how each department functions right from Clinical Negligence 
& Personal Injury to Corporate & Commercial. I was overwhelmed by the friendliness and warmth of all of their staff- 
everyone I encountered went out of their way to ensure I got the most out of my time with the firm.

All the solicitors I spent time with were keen to show me lots of cases and encouraged me to ask lots of questions and 
form my own opinions and decisions about these cases. However, I would have to say the highlight of my week was 
being able to get fully involved with all the cases they were currently working on. All the solicitors I spent time with were 
keen to show me lots of cases and encouraged me to ask lots of questions and form my own opinions and decisions 
about these cases. They also set me small tasks on these cases which were ones that a solicitor would complete if they 
were working on that case. I especially appreciated the genuine interest each member of the Firm took into my future 
prospects and the invaluable advice they gave on how I could progress once graduating and the routes that they had 
taken.

To sum up my week at Barlow Robbins- it was nothing but rewarding. Each day proved to be as equally valuable, 
enjoyable and dynamic as the last and gave me a true insight into the work of a solicitor.


